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1. INTRODUCTION
 .If V is a vector space over the field F, an element g of GL V, F , the
group of invertible F-linear transformations of V, is said to be a finitary
 .linear transformation if C g has finite codimension in V. This property isV
w x   . < 4equivalent to V, g s ¨ g y 1 ¨ g V being of finite dimension. Since
 .when V is a finite-dimensional vector space, GL V, F consists of finitary
transformations, this definition is of particular interest in the context of
 .infinite-dimensional spaces. The subset of GL V, F whose elements are
the finitary linear transformations is a normal subgroup, usually denoted
 .  .by FGL V, F . A group G is said to be a finitary F -linear group, whenever
there exists a faithful representation
r : G ª FGL V , F .
for some F-vector space V.
Finitary linear groups have been, in recent years, the subject of intensive
investigations. The structure of these groups has been studied, and now
much is known about the locally solvable or locally nilpotent finitary linear
groups, or about the locally finite ones. A remarkable achievement is, for
instance, the classification of the simple locally finite finitary linear groups,
recently completed by J. Hall.
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Although the structure of certain finitary linear groups is now quite well
understood, there are still some interesting open questions concerning this
class of groups. Since finitary linear groups are locally linear, one of the
main points in this theory is to see to what extent the properties of
finite-dimensional linear groups carry over, mutatis mutandis, to finitary
linear groups. In this spirit R. Phillips asked, during the 1994 NATO
Advanced Study Institute on Finite and Locally Finite Groups, the follow-
ing question:
 .``What can be said about the Sylow subgroups of FGL V, F ?''
The situation, in the finite-dimensional case, is pretty well understood.
w xIn his paper 18 , Vol'vacev studies the isomorphism and conjugacy of the
 .  .Sylow subgroups of GL V, F of course for finite-dimensional V getting a
 w x.complete answer see also 10 . Also in the realm of finitary linear groups
 w x. w xsomething is known. Authors like Kosman see 6, 8, 9 and Ivanyuta 4]6
have investigated Sylow subgroups of stable linear groups over finite fields.
w xOther papers which are closely related to the topic of this paper are 3
w xand 17 , where McLain groups are studied.
In this paper we start investigating the Sylow structure of the general
 .finitary linear group FGL V, F .
w xIn 18 one case is ruled out quite quickly, namely the case of p-Sylow
 .subgroups where p s char F . In this situation the maximal p-subgroups
 .are known to be conjugate to the subgroup of upper lower unitriangular
matrices. Hence they are nilpotent of class dim V y 1 and their structure is
well understood. In the finitary case things are much different. It seems, in
fact, that this is the more complicated case to study. The first thing we
realize is that the relevant properties of the maximal p-subgroups in the
modular situation depend only on the fact that these groups are unipotent
 .see Section 2 for the definition . For this reason we give our proofs for
 .maximal unipotent subgroups of FGL V, F . Much information about
w xunipotent finitary linear groups can be found in 11, 12 . For the basic
properties of these grups the reader is referred to the fundamental paper
w x w x w x14 and to 13 . Another reference of particular interest is 1 .
It turns out that the maximal unipotent subgroups are related to
composition series of the underlying vector space. The main results we can
prove are the following:
 .THEOREM A. If G is a maximal unipotent subgroup of FGL V, F , then it
is the stabilizer of a composition series L of V.
THEOREM B. Let G and H be the stabilizers of the composition series
 < 4  < 4L s W l g L and J s U v g V in the F-¨ector space V. If G , H,l v
then the two series are isomorphic as ordered sets, pro¨ided the field F is not
of characteristic 2.
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Theorem B holds also in characteristic 2 when some hypotheses are
assumed on the series. However, the main obstruction to the proof of
Theorem B in characteristic 2 seems to be just of technical nature, so that
we believe the theorem true also in this case, even though we have been
unable to fill the gap in the proof.
In the proof of Theorem B we will have to deal with a particular kind of
composition series, which we shall call exceptional. Such a series is, as an
 .ordered set, isomorphic to Z, F , the integers with their natural order,
< < / 0and can arise only when the dimension of the F-space V is F . The
precise definition will be given in Section 2, after the proof of Theorem
B1. What is important to stress now is that, once a field F is given, there is
 .  .up to isomorphism only one pair V, L where V is an F-vector space
and L is an exceptional series. For this reason the next theorem covers
almost all cases which can arise.
THEOREM C. Let G and H be the stabilizers of the non-exceptional
w xcomposition series L and J. If G ( H ¨ia an isomorphism f and V, G s V,
then thee exists an F-semi-linear isomorphism t : V ª V, such that gt s g f
for all g g G.
After the proof of Theorem C we shall provide examples to show that
w xthe hypothesis V s V, G cannot be dropped.
On the other hand the following can be proved.
THEOREM D. Let F be a field of characteristic different from 2, V an
F-¨ector space, and L , J two composition series in V. If G, H are their
stabilizers and G , H, then G and H are conjugate by an F-semi-linear
isomorphism of V.
Again fields of characteristic 2 give some problems but, with additional
hypotheses on the structure of the series involved, the same statement can
be proved also in characteristic 2. However, it seems likely that, if one can
prove Theorem B in characteristic 2, then the hypothesis on the character-
istic of F could be dropped also in Theorem D.
Throughout this paper many vector spaces are considered. Since we
often look at these spaces as modules over suitable rings, we prefer to
consider them as right vector spaces, so that the scalars can be viewed as
endomorphisms of the vector space thought of as an abelian group. If G is
any group of linear transformations of the F-vector space V, we mean by
G-module endomorphism, an endomorphism of the ZG-module V. When-
ever this endomorphism is F-linear we shall stress this fact by saying
``FG-module endomorphism.''
Before going further we recommend to the reader interested in the
w xstudy of finitary groups, the paper 15 , where a description of the status of
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the research in this area is given, as well as indications on possible further
developments.
2. STABILIZERS
 .Our first aim is to locate the maximal unipotent subgroups of FGL V, F .
Some candidates for this role will arise quite naturally, as soon as some
properties of unipotent groups are pointed out. Of course the first thing
we should do is to say what a unipotent group is. This, and other
w xdefinitions which we will need in the sequel, are contained in 14 . We
prefer anyway, for the reader's convenience, to quote here all of them.
 .DEFINITION. An element g g GL V, F is said to be unipotent if there
 .n  .exists n g N such that g y 1 s 0 in End V . We say that a subgroupF
 .H F GL V, F is unipotent when all its elements are unipotent.
We recall now some definitions about certain systems of subspaces.
 .DEFINITION. Let V be an F-vector space, G any subgroup of GL V, F ,
 < 4and L s W l g L a set of subspaces of V. We say that L is a G-seriesl
if the following conditions are satisfied:
 .1 each W g L is an FG-module,l
 .2 L is a chain; i.e., if a , b g L, then either W F W or W F W ,a b b a
 .3 L is closed under unions and intersections.
The definition of a G-series is very close to that of normal system see
w x.16, p. 10 .
Whenever we have a series L we can define its jumps.
 < 4  .DEFINITION. Let L s W l g L be a series in V. A pair W , W isl a b
said to be a jump in L if W - W and W g L with W F W F Wa b g a g b
 4implies g g a , b .
There is a simple recipe for constructing jumps. Let L be a series
 < 4and ¨ any non-zero vector. Define B s W W g L , ¨ f W andD¨
 < 4  .T s W W g L , ¨ g W . The pair B , T is a jump and, as can beF¨ ¨ ¨
easily seen, every jump is of this kind.
An important type of series is defined below.
 < 4DEFINITION. Let V be an F-vector space and L s W l g L al
 .G-series of V for some G F GL V, F . We say that L is a G-composition
 .series if, whenever W , W is a jump, then W rW is an irreduciblea b b a
FG-module.
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Actually a G-composition series is just a maximal G-series. We agree
that, when the group G is not mentioned, it is understood to be the trivial
one. We remark that a G-composition series in V always contains both 0
and V so that it always has maximal and minimal element. On the other
hand, since these elements always exist, it is more interesting to know
when the composition series without 0 and V has maximal or minimal
element. For this reason, when L is a composition series, we will say that
 .  4   4.L has maximal resp. minimal element if L _ V resp. L _ 0 has
 .maximal resp. minimal element.
 w x.  .It is a fact see 13 that if G is a unipotent subgroup of FGL V, F ,
then the jumps in any G-composition series have dimension 1 and are
acted upon trivially by G. This situation is described by the following
definition.
 .DEFINITION. Let G be a subgroup of FGL V, F and L a G-series in
 .V. We say that G stabilizes L if, for every jump B, T , we have
w xT , G F B.
 .So we can say that G F FGL V, F is unipotent, if and only if it
stabilizes a series in V.
A composition series may have maximal or minimal jump. Since we shall
often have to distinguish cases according to when this happens, we give the
following definitions.
DEFINITION. We say that the series L is bounded when it has both
maximal and minimal jump, while it is called semi-bounded when at most
one of them is present. When we know that the series has no minimal or
maximal jump then we shall say that L is unbounded.
 < 4For any series L s W l g L we define its stabilizer asl
G L s g g FGL V , F g stabilizes L . 4 .  .
Note that, when they exist, maximal and minimal jumps of L are of the
w  .x .    ...form, respectively, V, G L , V and 0, C G L .V
 .  .If J is a refinement of L , it is clear that G L F G J . We are
therefore led to prove the following result.
 < 4PROPOSITION 1. Let L s W l g L be any composition series in V.l
 .  .Then G L is a maximal unipotent subgroup of FGL V, F .
Proof. Of course a composition series is just a series without proper
refinements.
 .Set G s G L and assume, by contradiction, that G is contained in a
larger unipotent group H. Thus H stabilizes a composition series J s
 < 4  .  .U v g V and, since H F G J , we may assume H s G J . What wev
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want to show is that L s J. So let W g L and U g J and assume W ­ U.
We shall prove that U : W. If this is not the case, then U _ W / B so that
there are elements u g U _ W and w g W _ U. The element u is con-
tained in some W g L and, since u f W we must have W : W . Nowl l
recall that G is the full stabilizer of L ; thus there is an element g g G
such that ug s u q w. On the other hand we can apply the same argu-
ments to the series J, to find an element h g H such that wh s w q u.
w x  w x.Thus u g u, H but this is impossible see 3.1 of 13 . Hence U : W, so
that L j J is still a linearly ordered set of FG-submodules. But, since L
and J were composition series, we have L s J, so that G s H and G is a
 .maximal unipotent subgroup of FGL V, F .
 .Since every unipotent subgroup G F FGL V, F stabilizes a composition
 w x.  .series L see 13 , G is contained in G L . This remark and Proposition
1 prove Theorem A.
This result, which is certainly not surprising, can be used to calculate the
 .cardinality of a maximal unipotent subgroup of FGL V, F . Before doing
this, we quote a fact which shall be used quite often in the sequel.
w xLEMMA 2 . Let k be an infinite cardinal and F a field. Then the F-¨ector
k < k <space F has dimension F .
A straightforward consequence of this lemma is that, if V is an infinite-
 . < <dimensional F-vector space and V * is its dual, then dim V * s V * .F
 < 4Fix a composition series L s W l g L and let / be the cardinalityl
n .2<  . < < <of L. If / is finite, say n, then G L has cardinality F since it is
isomorphic to the group of n = n unitriangular matrices over F.
Thus assume / is an infinite cardinal. Choose a vector 0 / ¨ g W . Forl
  :.every element j g hom VrW , ¨ , we can define g by ug s u ql j j
 .u q W j for all u g V. This is a finitary linear transformation and itl
 < <dimV r Wl.  .4stabilizes L . In this way we can produce max F , dim W ele-l
 .  .ments of G L . It is easy to show that every element of G L is a product
of a finite number of elements of this kind, so that
dimV r W .l< <G L s max F , dim W . .  . 4l
lgL
 .This easy remark can be used to show that, when dim V is infinite,
 .maximal unipotent subgroups of FGL V, F can differ from each other in a
quite striking way.
EXAMPLE 1. Let F be any countable field and k any infinite ordinal of
cardinality /. Define V s Fk. This is an F-vector space of dimension 2/.
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 . < 4  < 4Let W s a a s 0 ; j - i - k and consider L s W i - k . Thisi j j- k j i
 .is a composition series and the group G L has cardinality, by the above
remark,
dimV r Wi.  / 4 /max 2 , dim W s max /, 2 s 2 . . 4i
i-k
On the other hand we can choose any ordinal n of cardinality 2/, and
 < 4index the elements of a basis of V by ¨ l - n . If we define U sl l
 < :  < 4  .¨ a F l , we get a series J s U l - n . The cardinality of G J isa l
22
/
. This shows that maximal unipotent subgroups need not even have the
same cardinality.
Example 1 shows that, in contrast to the finite-dimensional case, maxi-
 .mal unipotent subgroups of FGL V, F are very far from being conjugate
  ..in GL V, F or even isomorphic. On the other hand it is reasonable to
expect that their structure is strongly influenced by the series they stabi-
lize. This is, as we shall show, ``almost true.'' What we mean is that
whenever two stabilizers are isomorphic, then the two series are, as
 .ordered sets the order is the one induced by the inclusion relation ,
 .isomorphic when F is not of characteristic 2 , while the converse is not
always true.
 < 4Let L s W l g L be a composition series. Then L can be orderedl
by
a F b if and only if W F W .a b
 .This is a linear order on L and the ordered set L, F is called the order
type of the series L .
Remark. It is probably better to stress that not every ordered set can
be realized as an order type of some composition series. To see this it is
sufficient to point out one property of the order type of a composition
series. Let L be the order type of L , a composition series in V. If V : L
 .is not empty then there exists sup V in L.
This is clear from the definition of the order on L. Since W gD v g V v
L , it has to be of the form W for some a g L. Whence a is easily seen toa
be the supremum of V. An example of an ordered set which is not the
order type of any composition series is, for instance, Q with the usual
order.
At this stage we want to understand to what extent the series L
 .determines the structure of G L . What we shall see is that the order type
 .of L can actually be read off from some algebraic properties of G L . To
 .this end a closer study of the maximal abelian normal subgroups of G L
w xis needed. In doing this we follow the approach contained in 3, 17 .
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We start with a definition.
 .DEFINITION. We say that the pair A, B of subsets of L is a section if:
 . < <1 A l B F 1,
 .2 ;a g A we have a F b ;b g B,
 .  .  < 43 ;a g A the set D a s x g L x F a is contained in A,
 .  .  < 44 ;b g B the set U b s x g L b F x is contained in B,
 .  .  .5 sup A g A and inf B g B.
 .  .The set C L of sections can be partially ordered by means of the
relation
A , B U C , D m A : C and B : D. .  .
  . .In C L , U every ascending chain admits a supremum so, by Zorn's
 .Lemma, C L has maximal elements.
 .To each section A, B , we can associate the subgroup N defined asA, B
N s C W l C VrW . .  .A , B G inf B G sup A
w x w xClearly V, N , N s 0 s N , V, N . By the Three SubgroupsA, B A, B A, B A, B
w x X  .Lemma also N , N , V s 0 or, equivalently, N F C V s 1.A, B A, B A, B G
 .  .Hence N is abelian. Since both C W and C VrW areA, B G inf B G sup A
normal, N is also normal. We call a normal abelian subgroup of theA, B
 .form N , for some section A, B , standard.A, B
One important property of the subgroups N is the following.A, B
 .  .Let A, B , C, D be sections. Thus N l N s N . InA, B C , D Al C , B l D
 .  .particular N F N if and only if A, B U C, D . An immediateA, B C , D
 .  .consequence is that N s N if and only if A, B s C, D .A, B C , D
Actually there is an even stronger property of this particular type of
abelian normal subgroups. This property is less straightforward than the
one quoted above, so that we state it as a proposition.
PROPOSITION 2. Let L be a semi-bounded composition series in V, and
 .G s G L . If N is a normal abelian subgroup of G then it is contained in a
standard subgroup.
Proof. We distinguish two cases.
Case 1. L has no maximal jump. Choose, if possible, ¨ g V, g, h g N
w xsuch that ¨ , g, h / 0. Since T / V we can choose w such that ¨ g B .¨ w
 :Now pick u g V _ T and define any linear map j : VrB ª ¨ such thatw u
 .  .u q B j s ¨ . The map x defined by tx s t q t q B j is in G, so thatu u
w x w x w xh* s x, h is in N. We easily see that uh* s u q ¨ , h and w, h* s 0.
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w xThe first of these equations shows that u, h*, g / 0. This argument can
be repeated to construct, using the element g, a transformation g* in N
w x w x w x w xsatisfying w, g* s ¨ , g . Note that 0 / ¨ , h*, g s ¨ , g, h* , whence
w x w x w xw, g*, h* / 0. This is a contradiction because w, g*, h* s w, h*, g* ,
 . w xbeing N abelian, and this is 0. It follows, therefore, that C N F V, N .V
  . w x 4The series 0, C N , V, N , V is a G series which can be refined to aV
composition series. Since G is the stabilizer of L , this refinement has to
w xbe L . There exist therefore a , b g L, such that V, N s W anda
 .  .  .C N s W . Define A s D a and B s U b . Hence N F N , asV b A, B
claimed.
Case 2. L has no minimal jump. If a , b are defined as above, we have
w xto prove that a F b also in this case. If this is not true, then V, N, N / 0.
w x w xThus there exist ¨ g V and g, h g N such that ¨ , g, h / 0. Set w s ¨ , g .
We need an element x g G satisfying the following properties:
 . y1 y11 ¨x s ¨ and ¨h x s ¨h ,
 . w x w y1 x2 w, h / y w, h x,
 . w x  .3 V, x F C h .V
 . hProperty 1 can also be expressed as ¨x s ¨ and ¨x s ¨ . Let see how
such an element can be produced. Since N is unipotent, the elements ¨
and ¨hy1 are either the same vector or they are linearly independent.
w xSince, by assumption, ¨ , h, g / 0, then ¨h / ¨ .
 .y1Choose any non-zero vector u g B l C h . We have to showww , h x V
w x w y1 xthat u actually exists. First, since w, h / 0, also w, h / 0 and W s
 .y1B is not trivial. Since G L is a finitary unipotent group, the groupww , h x
G w xH s h is a nilpotent normal subgroup. Hence the series V G V, H G
w xV, H, H G . . . is a steadily decreasing series of G submodules. There
w x w x w xexists therefore n such that V H / 0 but V H s 0. Hence V H is,n ,nq1 ,n
 . w xcontained in C H . Moreover V H is a G-submodule, so that itV ,n
w xbelongs to L . Thus V H l W is a non-trivial element of L . We choose,n
w xu in V H l W.,n
 y1 w y1 x 4Consider the set A s ¨ q W, ¨h q W, w, h q W . This is an
independent subset of VrW. To show this suppose there exist a, b, c g F
y1 w y1 xsuch that ¨a q ¨h b q w, h c g W. This can be written as ¨a q ¨b q
w y1 x w y1 x  . w y1 x w y1 x¨ , h b q w, h c s ¨ a q b q ¨ , h b q w, h c. If a q b / 0
y1 w y1 xthen ¨a q ¨h b q w, h c cannot be in W, so a s yb. Hence our
w y1 x w y1 x  .relation becomes ¨ s ¨ , h b q w, h c g W. If we apply g y 1 to0
w x ww y1 x xthe vector ¨ we still remain inside W. So ¨ , g s ¨ , h , g b q0 0
ww y1 x xw, h , g c g W. Since h and g commute we have
y1 y1 y1w x¨ , h , g s ¨ h y 1 g y 1 s ¨ g y 1 h y 1 .  .  .  .
w y1 xs w , h f W .
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ww y1 x xSince w, h , g is in W it follows that b s 0. Hence we would have
w y1 xw, h c g W, and this happens only when c s 0. We can, therefore,
 :complete A to a basis B of VrW and define a linear map j : VrW ª u
w y1 x .  .by setting w, h q W j s u and ¨ q W j s 0 for all the other ele-i
 .  .ments of B. Thus we define x g G L by tx s t q t q W j . This map
 .  .  .satisfies conditions 1 , 2 , and 3 .
w xThe element h* s x, h is in N. We check how it acts on ¨ and w. First
of all let us calculate ¨h*. We have
¨h* s ¨xy1 hy1 xh s ¨hy1 xh s ¨ . .
Now look at wh*. Using the definition of x it is easy to see that
w x w x y1wh* s w q w , h y w , h h h q uh s w q u / w.
w x w x w xHence ¨ , g, h* / 0 but, since ¨ , h* s 0, we have ¨ , h*, g s 0. Thus
h* y 1 g y 1 / g y 1 h* y 1 .  .  .  .
and this is a contradiction, since N is abelian. Hence a F b and N F
N .A, B
A closer look at Proposition 2 shows that its proof works unless
w xV, N, N is the minimal non-trivial element of L . Thus, if N is an abelian
 .normal subgroup of G L which is not contained in a standard subgroup,
 w x.0, V, N, N has to be the minimal jump of L . We shall need this fact
later, when dealing with bounded series.
As a corollary of Proposition 2 we get:
COROLLARY 1. Let L be a semi-bounded composition series in V, and
 .G s G L . If N is a normal abelian subgroup of G then it is contained in a
 .  .subgroup of the form N for some maximal section A, B g C L .A, B
Hence, when L is a semi-bounded composition series, there are some
abelian normal subgroups which are closely related to the order structure
of L . For this reason we shall, first of all, investigate semi-bounded series.
What should be stressed is that the semi-boundedness of the series can
be recovered from its stabilizer, since L is semi-bounded if and only if
  ..   .. w xz G L s 1. In fact, if g is an element of z G L , then V, G, g s
w x w xV, g, G and, by the Three Subgroups Lemma, we get V, G, g s 0. If L
w xhas no maximal jump then V, G s V, so that g centralizes V and,
therefore, g s 1. When L has no minimal jump we recall that, since
w x w xV, g is an FG-submodule of V of finite dimension, if V, g is not trivial
w xthen there would be a non-trivial element ¨ g V, g centralized by G.
 :  4The subspace ¨ would, therefore, be a minimal element of L _ 0 .
Let us turn back to maximal normal abelian subgroups.
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  .  ..It is easy to see that, for every l g L, the section D l , U l is
 .maximal. On the other hand, if A, B is any section, choose l g L such
 .   .  ..that A F l F B. Thus A, B U D l , U l . Hence the set
D l , U l l g L 4 .  . .
 .is the set of all maximal elements of C L . We shall indicate the maximal
 .   .  ..normal abelian subgroup of G L associated to the section D l , U l ,
simply by N .l
What we have proved so far is that to each element of L we can
associate a maximal normal abelian subgroup; thus, in some sense, the set
 .L seems to be encoded in some algebraic properties of G L . However, it
would be nice to be able to recover also the order structure of L from
these properties. This is indeed possible, as we shall see very soon. To this
end we will make use of another important kind of abelian normal
subgroup, namely the ones which are the intersection of two maximal
abelian normal subgroups. If N s N l N , with a F b , we indicate N bya b
N . If N s N it turns out that a s s and b s t . We shall usea , b a , b s , t
these subgroups immediately, to show how the order of L can be recov-
 .ered from the structure of G L .
 .LEMMA 1. Let L be the order type of the series L in V, and G L
the stabilizer of L . If a , b , g are in L, then a - g - b if and only if
w xN , N s 1.a , g b
w xProof. If v - l are elements of L, then V, N s W . In fact, forv, l v
  :.every ¨ g W , choose a non-trivial j g hom VrW , ¨ and set ug s u ql l
 .  . w x  :u q W j . This is an element of G L and V, g s ¨ .l
Now, to get the claim, we have only to apply the Three Subgroups
w x w x w x w xLemma. V, N , N s W , N s 0 and N , V, N s W , N s 0.a , g b a b b a , g b a , g
ww x x w x w xHence N , N , V s 0 and N , N s 1. Now consider V, N , N .a , g b a , g b a , b g
w x w x w x w xThis is W , N s 0. But N , V, N s W , N / 0. If N , N s 1a g g a , b g a , b a , b g
w xthen this would imply N , V, N s 0. The same argument applies tog a , b
w xshow that N , N / 1.g , b a
We are now in a position to make a step towards the proof of Theorem
B. This step is stated in the following proposition.
PROPOSITION 3. Let L , J be two semi-bounded composition series in the
 .  .F-space V, and L, V their order types. If G L , G J , then L and V are
either isomorphic or anti-isomorphic.
 . fProof. If N is a maximal abelian normal subgroup of G L , then Nl l
 .is a maximal abelian normal subgroup of G J . Hence there exists a
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unique v g V such that Nf s N . We set l9 s v. We have therefore al v
bijective map
f : L ª V0
l ¬ l9
between L and V. We prove that this map is either an isomorphism or an
anti-isomorphism of ordered sets.
First of all assume there is a pair a , b of elements of L such that a - b
and a 9 - b9. Choose any element g g L, distinct from a and b.
w x wCase a. a - g - b. In this situation N l N , N s 1; hence N la g b a 9
xN , N s 1. This happens if and only if g 9 is between a 9 and b9. Sinceg 9 b 9
a 9 - b9 we get a 9 - g 9 - b9.
 .  .Case b g - a and Case c b - g can be handled in the same way to
show that
 .1 a - g - b if and only if a 9 - g 9 - b9,
 .2 g - a - b if and only if g 9 - a 9 - b9,
 .3 a - b - g if and only if a 9 - b9 - g 9.
Now pick l, s g L with l - s . Assume, for the moment, that s - a .
Thus s 9 - a 9; hence, arguing as in the above paragraph, we get l9Ls 9.
In a similar way we can check the other possible cases, to get, finally,
l9 - s 9. Hence, whenever f preserves the order of a pair, it has to be an0
order-preserving map, whence an isomorphism of ordered sets.
Of course we can repeat everything, mutatis mutandis, to show that, if
there exists a pair of elements of L, such that a - b and b9 - a 9, then
f is an anti-isomorphism of ordered sets.0
The next lemma will turn out to be most useful in the remaining part of
 .this paper. Recall that, if R is a ring, Jac R stands for the Jacobson
radical of R.
LEMMA 2. Let L be a composition series in the F-space V, and G s
 .  .  .  .G L its stabilizer. If E s End V , then K s C G s F [ Jac K . If theZ E
series is semibounded, then K s F.
Proof. The first thing we have to show is that K consists of endomor-
phisms which are ``almost'' F-linear.
 .Choose 1 / g g G, a g F, and m g K. Clearly 1 q g y 1 a is still
  . .   . .  .in G, hence m 1 q g y 1 a s 1 q g y 1 a m. Thus m g y 1 a s
 .  .  .g y 1 am and, since m and g commute, g y 1 ma s g y 1 am. What
 . .  . . w xwe get is g y 1 ma y am s 0 and ma y am g y 1 s 0. Thus V, g
 .  .  .F ker ma y am and Im ma y am F C g for all g g G. If L has noV
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w x w x < :maximal jump, then V, G s V, g g g g s V while, if L has no
 .minimal jump, F C g s 0. In both cases we get ma s am for allg g G V
a g F and m g K. Since the elements of L are invariant under the action
 . of K, if W , W is a jump distinct from the maximal or minimal ones ins v
.case L has such jumps , then each m g K induces an endomorphism on
V s W rW . By the above remark this endomorphism is F-linear, so thatv v s
it is just the multiplication by an element of F. It follows, moreover, that
the annihilator J of V in K is a maximal ideal. Now choose a maximalv v
subfield F of K containing F. If m g F _ F then, when restricted to V , it1 1 v
has to act like some a g F. It follows that m y a g J and this is possiblev
if and only if m y a is 0. Hence F is a maximal subfield and F q J rJ sv v
 .KrJ . Of course F l J s 0 so that K s F [ J . Let W , W be anotherv v v l n
jump, distinct from the maximal or minimal one, and consider J q J rJ .n v v
If J q J rJ s KrJ then we write 1 s i q j, i g J , j g J . Choosen v v v v n
0 / ¨ g W l W . Then ¨ s ¨1 s ¨i q ¨j s 0 q 0 s 0, a contradiction.s l
Thus J q J s J and, consequently, J : J . The reverse inclusion fol-m v v m v
lows in the same way. What we have proved is that J s J annihilatesv
W s D W W , W is a jump . . 5a a b
If V has no maximal jump, then W s V and J s 0. Thus K s F. When
 . w x w xW - V, the pair W, V is a jump and V, G s W. Thus VJ, G s
w x  .  .V, G J s WJ s 0, that is, VJ F C G . Again, if C G s 0 the ideal JV V
 . has to be 0 and K is actually F. When W - V and C G / 0 thisV
.happens if and only if L has both maximal and minimal jump , it is clear
2  .that j s 0 ; j g J. Thus 1 y j is invertible in K, so that J F Jac K . But J
 .is a maximal ideal; hence J s Jac K , as claimed.
Now we have the information needed to prove a significant part of
Theorem B.
THEOREM B1. If G and H are the stabilizers of the semi-bounded compo-
 < 4  < 4sition series L s W l g L and J s U v g V , and G , H, then thel v
two series are isomorphic as ordered sets.
Proof. By Proposition 3 it will be sufficient to prove that L and V
cannot be anti-isomorphic. By way of contradiction, assume this is the
case.
Since the series are semi-bounded at least one of them has no minimal
jump. There is no loss of generality if we assume that J has no minimal
jump.
If f : G ª H is an isomorphism between G and H, we can define
another FG-module structure on V by setting ¨ ? g [ ¨g f. When we refer
to V endowed with this new FG-module structure, we shall call it U. Set F0
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for the prime subfield of F. This is Q if the characteristic of F is 0, while it
is the field with p elements when the characteristic is the positive prime p.
 .Choose U / V, so that there exists a jump U , U above U . Picka 9 s 9 v 9 a 9
u g U _ U and define the mapv9 s 9
m : N rN ª Ua 9 , s 9 a 9 , v 9 a 9
w xhN ¬ u , h .a 9 , v 9
This is a well-defined F H-isomorphism, so that N rN is isomor-0 a 9, s 9 a 9, v 9
phic, as an F H-module, to U . Using the isomorphism induced by f, it0 a 9
turns out that N rN is isomorphic, as F G-module, to U when Us , a v , a 0 a 9 a 9
is thought of as a submodule of U.
To each element g g N , we can associate the map j : VrW ªs , a g a
 . w xW rW defined by ¨ q W j s ¨ , g q W . This map is well defineds v a g v
 .since W F C g . Thus we have an F -linear functiona V 0
J: N ª hom VrW , W rW .s , a a s v
g ¬ jg
whose kernel is N .v, a
 .Since W rW has dimension 1, we get that the action of G on VrW *s v a
defined by hg [ gy1h, is equivalent, over F, to the action of G on
 .  .hom VrW , W rW . Finally we have that VrW * and U are isomor-a s v a a 9
 .phic F -modules. Set h: VrW * ª U for such isomorphism.0 a a 9
 . .Put K for the centralizer of G in End VrW * and K for thea Z a a 9
 .centralizer of H in End U . Since J l U has no minimal jump, thenZ a 9 a 9
K s F. Of course also K s F. The mapa 9 a
?: FsK ª Ka 9 a 9
y1a ¬ a s h ah
 . y1is an automorphism of F. Thus, for all t g VrW *, a g F, tah s thh aha
s tha and h is an F-semi-linear map.
 .  . . < <dimV r Wa .In particular dim U s dim VrW * s F .a 9 a
We have to distinguish two cases.
< <  .  .First of all assume That F ) dim V . In this case, since dim VrW isa
 . < <dimV r Wa . < <  .infinite, we get dim U s F G F ) dim V , and this is a con-a 9
 . < <tradiction. Hence we must have dim V G F .
< <dimV r Wl.  .If there exists an index l g L such that F G dim V , then we
get a contradiction arguing as follows. Choose 0 / ¨ g W . Then W s Tl g ¨
 . < <dimV r Wg .  .is contained in W so that dim U s F G dim V . This contra-l g 9
diction shows, for instance, that also L cannot have minimal jump, so that
L and J are unbounded.
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dimV r Wl.  .Hence 2 F dim V for all l g L.
< <dimV r Wa .  .The next case we can rule out is when F - dim V . In this
 . < <dimV r Wa .  .situation it turns out that dim U s F - dim V , hencea 9
 .  .  .  .dim U - dim V . Since dim VrU s dim V we can use the abovea 9 a 9
 .paragraph since now we know that L has no minimal jump to get a
contradiction.
< <dimV r Wa .  .Thus we are left with the case F s dim V for all a g L.
 < 4Choose a basis U s u i - D of U, where D is a suitable ordinal.i
Define U s T and, by induction,0 u0
<U s D U k - i j T . 4 .i k ¨ i
 < 4Let I s i - D U s V and i s min I, if I is not empty. Since T / Ui 0 u
 < 4for all u g U, we have U s D U k - i , so that i is a limit ordinal. If Ik 0 0
 < 4is empty, then U s D U k - D . In any case there exist an ordinal i andk
 < 4  < 4  < 4a subseries of J, U i - i , such that D U i - i s U. Let W i - i bei i i
the corresponding subseries in L . We have shown above that there exists
 .an F -linear map h : U ª VrW * which is an isomorphism of G-0 0 0 0
modules.
Suppose we want to define h , i - i, in such a way that the diagramsi
qj, i 6
U Uj i
6
hj hi
6 « j, i 6
VrW *VrW *  . . ij
are commutative in the category of F G-modules, for all j - i. Of course0
we assume, as inductive hypothesis, that this has already been done for all
the ordinals less than i.
 .The maps q are simply the injection maps, while « : VrW * ªj, i j, i j
 .VrW * is the map induced by the canonical projection from VrW ontoi i
VrW .j
If i is a limit ordinal we set h the union of the h , j - i. Otherwisei j
i s j q 1 for some j. In this case take any F G-isomorphism h: U ª0 i
 .VrW *. The existence of this map is assured by the first part of thisi
proof. It is easily checked that the map h hy1 : U ª U is in the centralizerj j j
 .of G in End U , so that it is just the multiplication by an element a g F.Z j
This is due to the fact that G induces on U the full stabilizer of J l U .j j
Now define h s ah.i
Choose any index v g V and let i be any ordinal such that U F U . Ifv i
 .  . .we set h s h , we get that U s lim U and U* s lim VrW * arev i <U a 9 aa 9 ª ª
isomorphic F G-modules via the map0
h s lim h : U ª U*. .vª
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Since G is the full stabilizer of a composition series in U, and this series
 .is unbounded, the centralizer of G in End U is F. Hence the mapZ
?: F ª F
y1a ¬ a s h ah
is an automorphism of F. As before h turns out to be an F-semi-linear
map. The space U* can be naturally identified with the set
<j j g V * such that 0 / W : ker j 'a g L 4a
and the G-module structure on U* is given by j g s gy1j . Since h is an
F-semi-linear isomorphism, it is easy to show that G is the full stabilizer of
 U < 4the series J * s U a g L wherea
U <U s m g V * W F ker m . 4a a
U  .Clearly U is naturally isomorphic with VrW *.a a
Again h can be used to show that J * is a composition series in U*. Of
course the order induced on the set L by the order of J * is the reverse
order of L, so L with this new order is isomorphic to V. Fix W g L anda
 . < 4B , T i g I the set of jumps of L l W . We pick a vector ¨ out ofi i a i
each set T _ B and define linear forms j such thati i i
 .  .1 B F ker j ;i i
 .2 ¨ j s 1;i i
 .3 ¨ j s 0 when j / i.j i
 < 4 The set A s j i g I is an independent subset of U* such that j qi i
U < 4 UU i g I is independent in U*rU . To show this suppose that m sa a
 j a belongs to UU. Thus ¨ m s 0 for all l g I and this reduces toig I i i a l
0 s ¨ j a s a ; l g I. The set A can be completed to a basis B sig I i i l
 < 4 U Uj j g J of U*. Choose j g U and define a linear map c : U*rU ªj a a
U  U .U in such a way that j q U c s j when i g J. Finally the map h:a i a
 U .U* ª U* defined as t h s t q t q U c is an element of the stabilizera
U  .of J *. For every m g U we have j q m h s j q j q m ; i g I.a i i
 .Since h has to be in G J * there exists an element g g G such that
 .  . Ug j q m s j q m h for all i g I and m g U . Thus, for every ¨ g V,i i a
 .  .  . .¨g j q m s ¨ j q j q m so that ¨ g y 1 j q m s ¨j . In particulari i i
 . . Uwe get g y 1 j q m y j y « s 0 ; i, j g I and m, « g U . This isi j a
equivalent to
Uw xV , g F F ker j q m y j y « i , j g I , m , « g U . . . 5i j a
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w xSet T for the subspace V, g . Clearly the maps j y j are trivial on Ti j
  . < U4so that T is contained in F ker m m g U , and this is easily seen to bea
 .W . Since T has finite dimension there is a jump B , T i g I such thata i i
T F T and B q T s T . If T / W then there is a j g I with T F B .i i i i a i j
Choose ¨ g T _ B . We have ¨j s 0 while ¨j / 0. On the other hand wei j i
 .should have ¨ j y j s 0, a contradiction. Hence T s W so that wei j i a
 4may assume that each element of L _ 0, V is of type T for some ¨ . We¨
can express this fact in terms of the order of L. For each a g L _
  .  . 4  < 4min L , max L , there is a g L such that g g L a - g - a s B.y y
Since V is anti-isomorphic to L we get that, whenever b g V _
  .  .4  < 4min V , max V there exists b g V such that g g V b - g - b sq q
 .B. Let v be in V and consider U v . We want to show that this set is well
 .ordered. Choose A : U v a non-empty subset. As we have pointed out
 .  .before, there exists b s inf A in U v . Since b ) b there must beq
a g A with a - b . On the other hand b F a so that, by the definition ofq
 .b , we get b s a g A and b s min A .q
At this stage we interchange G and H and, arguing as above, we show
 .that, whenever we choose any element l g L, the set U l is well ordered.
 .Moreover D l , with the reversed order, is well ordered too. Since L in
 .unbounded, the set U l is infinite; hence it contains an initial segment I
isomorphic to N. Let i s sup I. It is easy to see that i cannot have a
predecessor, so that the element of L corresponding to i must be V.
 .  .Hence U l , N. The same argument proves that D l , Z and these-
two facts show that L , Z. Whence L , V.
We want now say something about the possibility that the map f is0
 . < < / 0order-reversing. If this happens then dim V s F . In fact, if W / V,a
 .  .  . . < < / 0then dim VrW s / , so that dim U s dim VrW * s F . Thisa 0 a 9 a
 . < < / 0shows that dim V G F . On the other hand V embeds in Cr VrW ,a g L a
/ 0 < < / 0F , which is an F-vector space of dimension F . It is not hard, using the
information given in the above proof, to produce an example of isomorphic
stabilizers with an isomorphism f, such that the map f is actually0
order-reversing. Moreover such examples can be constructed whenever the
following conditions on V, L , and L hold:
 .1 L is isomorphic with Z as an ordered set;
 .  . < < / 0  .2 dim W s F and dim VrW s / for all l g L.l l 0
 .  .DEFINITION. When conditions 1 , 2 are satisfied, we say that the
series is exceptional.
Remark. We want to stress the fact that, from the proof of the above
theorem, a stronger fact comes up. What we have actually proven is that, if
f is an isomorphicm between two stabilizers, then the map f between0
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the order types of the two series, induced by f, cannot be order-reversing,
even though the involved orders are anti-isomorphic to themselves, unless
L is exceptional. This is in contrast with the finite-dimensional case, the
 w x.  w x.stable case see 9 , and with the behaviour of McLain groups see 3 .
Exceptional series behave a little different from the others. This is
anyway harmless since, as the following result shows, exceptional series are
actually very rare.
PROPOSITION 4. Let F be any field and V an F-¨ector space of dimension
< < / 0F . If L , J are two exceptional series in V then there exists a linear
automorphism h of V such that h sets up a bijection between L and J.
Proof. Fix an element W g L distinct from V and 0. We indicate by0
 < 4W i g N the set of non-trivial elements of L contained in W . Wei 0
single out a vector ¨ g W _ W for each i g N, and definei i iq1
UU* L s j g W ker j G W for some i g N . .  . 40 i
 .For each i g N an element of U* L is defined by setting ¨j s 0 ifi
¨ g W and ¨ j s d when 0 F j F i. It is also easy to check thatiq1 j i i, j
 < 4  .  .  <  .j i g N is a basis for U* L . If we set U L s j g U* ker j Gi i
4   .  . < 4W we have that L * s U* L , 0, U L i g N is a composition seriesiq1 i
 .  .  < 4for U* L . Moreover each U L is generated by j 0 F j F i . Fromi j
 <L * we can recover L l W since, for each i ) 1, W s ¨ ¨j s 0 ;j g0 i
 .4U L . Now consider any V g J distinct from V and 0. We can form, iniy1 0
 .a similar way, the vector space U* J together with the series J *. It is
 .  .then clear that there is a linear map m*: U* J ª U* L satisfying
  ..  .U J m* s U L . This map gives rise to an isomorphism m: W ª Ui i 0 0
 .  .such that W m s V ; i g N. Since VrW resp. VrV has countablei i 0 0
 .dimension and the series induced on it by L resp. by J has the order
type of N, it is easy to extend m to an isomorphism h with the required
properties.
This result has the following straightforward consequence.
COROLLARY 2. For any field F there exists, up to isomorphisms, a unique
 .pair V, L such that V is an F-¨ector space and L is an exceptional
composition series.
 .Proof. When W, J is another pair of the above type we say that this
 .is isomorphic to V, L when there is a linear isomorphism h: V ª W
such that h sets up a bijection between L and J.
Since the two spaces have the same dimension they are isomorphic so,
without loss of generality, we may assume V s W. Now we apply the above
proposition to get our claim.
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We concentrate, now, on the bounded case. First of all we want to
describe the abelian normal subgroups also in this situation.
PROPOSITION 5. Let L be a bounded series with minimal element W ,0
 .and N eG L s G a non-standard maximal normal abelian subgroup. If F}
w x  ..   ..is not of characteristic 2, then dim V, N rC N s 1 and C C N lV G V
 w x.C Vr V, N F N.G
Proof. As we can see from the proof of Proposition 2, we have
w x w x  . w x  .V, N, N s W so that V, N ) C N . Set W s V, N and U s C N .0 V V
These are elements of L .
 .  .The abelian group A s C W l C VrU is contained in N. In factG G
w x w x w x  .V, A, N s 0 s N, V, A , so that A, N F C V s 1, hence AN isG
abelian. But, by assumption, N is a maximal abelian normal subgroup,
 .hence A F N. Next we have to show that dim WrU is 1.
Choose g, h g N and set j s g y 1, h s h y 1. Choose any x g G. We
x x  x. .  . x.have g h s hg or 1 q j 1 q h s 1 q h 1 q j . Expanding this
relation we get j xh s hj x. Now suppose the element g s 1 q « has been
chosen in such a way « 2 s 0 so that xy1 s 1 y « . Thus we get
1 y « j 1 q « h s h 1 y « j 1 q « . .  .  .  .
Again we expand the calculation to get the identity
jh q j«h y «jh y «j«h s hj q hj« y h«j y h«j«
which can be reduced to
«jh q «j«h s j«h q h«j q h«j« .
For this final reduction we have to recall that j and h commute and that
 .the image of hj is contained in W s C G . If we chose x in such a way0 V
 . w xthat Im « F V, N , then the above relation becomes
0 s j«h q h«j 1 .
w  . xsince Im « , N F W .0
 .If dim WrU ) 1 we can find w g W such that U - B - W. Pickw
t g B _ U. There exists g, h g N, ¨ g V such that ¨j s w and th / 0. Ifw
 :¨j , ¨h are independent VrB , we can define a linear map g : VrB ª tw w
sending ¨j into t and ¨h to 0. Thus we define, as usual, x g G by
 . 2  .ux s u q u q B g . Clearly « s x y 1 satisfies « s 0 and Im « Fw
w xV, N . Hence the relation j«h q h«j s 0 holds. But ¨j«h s w«h s
th / 0 while ¨h«j s 0. This contradiction shows that ¨j y ¨ha g B forw
some a g F. Hence ¨j s ¨ha q m for some m g B . Thus 0 / ¨j«h sw
 .  .¨ha q m «h s ¨h«ha. Now we apply relation 1 with j s h and we get
2¨h«h s 0, a contradiction when F has characteristic different form 2.
Hence, in this case, WrU has dimension 1.
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It is perhaps better, at this stage, to show that non-standard abelian
normal subgroups do exist.
EXAMPLE 2. Let V an infinite-dimensional F-vector space and L a
bounded composition series. Call M its maximal element, W the minimal0
 .element, and choose U, W any jump. Fix 0 / c g F and choose ¨ g V _
 4  4  <W, w g W _ U, w g W _ 0 . Complete the set w to a basis V s w1 0 0 0 i
4  4  4  < 4i g I of U. Then extend V j w to a basis B s V j w j ¨ j g J1 1 j
of M and define a linear map g for each a g F bya
¨g s ¨ q w aa 1
w g s w q w ca1 a 1 0
w g s w , i g Ii a i
¨ g s ¨ , j g J .j a j
  .  . < :We shall show that the group A s N s C VrU l C W , g a g Fc G G a
 .is a normal abelian subgroup of G s G L . Of course A is not containedc
w xin any standard abelian normal subgroup since V, A , A / 1.c c
w xIt is readily seen that g g s g g for all a, b g F. Moreover V, N, ga b b a a
w x w x w xs 0 s g , V, N , so that N, g , V s 0. Hence g , N s 1 and A isa a a c
abelian. Another remark we should make is that, for every a, b g F, we
 .  .  .have g g s g t a, b , where t a, b is a suitable element in C VrWa b aqb G 0
 .  .l C M s z G . Let x be any element of G. If g g A we haveG a c
x y1¨g s ¨ q w a q ¨ , x , ga 1 a
w g x s w q w ca1 a 1 0
xw g s w , i g Ii a i
x y1¨ g s ¨ q ¨ , x , g , j g J .j a j j a
w xThis shows that g , x belongs to N and A eG.a c }
This example is of particular interest since, as we shall see, it describes
the non-standard abelian subgroups, at least when F has characteristic
different from 2.
PROPOSITION 6. Let N be a non-standard abelian normal subgroup of
 .G s G L . If F has characteristic different from 2 then N s A for somec
 .c g F* and jump U, W .
  . w x.  .Proof. We know that C N , V, N is a jump. Set U s C N andV V
w x w xW s V, N . Call M the submodule V, G and W the minimal non-trivial0
element of L .
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w x w x w w xxFrom W, G, N s 0 and W, N, G s 0 we get V, N, N, G s
w w xx w w x xW, N, G s 0. On the other hand, since N is abelian, also N, N, G , V
w w x x w w xxs 0, so that V, G, N , N s 0 or, in other words, V, G, N F U. But
w x w xalso V, N, G is contained in U whence V, G, N F U.
 4Pick ¨ g V _ M, w g W _ U, and w g W _ 0 . If g g N is such that1 0 0
w x w x  .  .  . w x  .¨ , g f U, then ¨ , g s w a g q u g u g g U and w , g s w b g . If1 1 0
w x w x  .  . w xg, h g N satisfy ¨ , g, h / 0 we get ¨ , g, h s w a g b h s ¨ , h, g s0
 .  .  .  .w a h b g . Thus there exists c g F* with b g s ca g . With the nota-0
 < :tion of the previous example let X s g a g F . Let g be in N, g be ina a
 . y1X where a s a g , and consider x s gg . We want to show that x ga
 .  .  .C VrU l C W . First of all we have ¨x s ¨ q u g . Then let w be anyG G
w x w xelement V, G . By the above paragraph w, g g U so that wx s w q t for
some t g U. When w is already in U clearly wx s w while w x is easily1
seen to be w . Thus our claim is true and, in particular g is in N. Once1 a
 . y1g g N then each g is in N. In fact we can write g s 1 q g y 1 a ba b b a
 .   . < 4so that g belongs to 1 q N y 1 F s 1 q h y 1 d h g N, d g F . Sinceb
 .  .  .1 q N y 1 F F FGL V, F and its elements stabilize L , 1 q N y 1 F is
an abelian normal subgroup of G. By maximality of N we get N s 1 q
 .N y 1 F. The above paragraph, moreover, shows that each element of N
can be written as the product of an element of X and an element of
 .  .C VrU l C W . This proves that N F A , as claimed. Note that, as aG G c
by-product, we have that the groups A do not depend on the choice of ¨ ,c
w , and w .0 1
The following result will be needed later.
  ..LEMMA 3. Let L be a bounded series and assume that z G L can be
expressed as A l B s N l M where A, B, N, M are maximal abelian normal
 4  4subgroups and A, B / N, M . If the characteristic of F is not 2 then
 w x  . 4L s L _ V, V, G , C G , 0 has maximal or minimal element.0 V
 .  . w x.Proof. Since z G s C VrW l C V, G we may assumeG 0 G
w x 4A , B / C VrW , C V , G . 4 .  .G 0 G
w x w x  .  .  .Put W s V, A , W s V, B , U s C A , U s C B . Then C VrU1 2 1 V 2 V G 1
 .  .  . l C W F A and C VrU l C W F B and A l B G C VrU lG 1 G 2 G 2 G 1
.  .  .U l C W q W . This implies that U l U s C G and W q W s2 G 1 2 1 2 V 1 2
w 4  .V, G . There is no loss of generality if we assume U s C G . If A is not1 V
standard then W rU has dimension 1 so that W is minimal in L . If A is1 1 1 0
w x.standard then B has to be non-standard otherwise it should be C V, G .G
 xThus W s V, G and W rU has dimension 1. In this case U is the2 2 2 2
maximal object in L .0
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We now have enough information to attack the proof of Theorem B.
THEOREM B. If G and H are the stabilizers of the composition series
 < 4  < 4L s W l g L and J s U v g V in the F-¨ector space V and G , H,l v
then the two series are isomorphic as ordered sets, pro¨ided that the field F is
not of characteristic 2.
Proof. We have only to check the case when L is bounded. Of course,
in this case, also J is bounded. Fix any isomorphism f from G to H.
Some cases should be distinguished.
 .Case I. z G can be expressed uniquely as A l B where A, B are maximal
abelian normal subgroups. As we have pointed out above, this happens
 w x 4when L _ 0, W , V, G , V has no minimal or maximal element. Of course0
w x.  . f w x.we have A s C V, G and B s C W . Assume that A / C V, H ,G G 0 H
f  .so that A s A s C VrU where U is the minimal element of J.1 H 0 0
 .Clearly A is isomorphic, as an FH-module, to VrU *, while A is1 0
w xisomorphic to V, G . Arguing as in the proof of Theorem B1 we find that,
w x w x.since L l V, G is semi-bounded, the centralizer of G in End V, G isZ
w x  .F. Thus there is an F-semi-linear isomorphism h from V, G to VrU *.0
In particular
w x dimV r U0 . dimV .dim V s dim V , G s dim VrU * G 2 s 2 , .  . .  .0
a contradiction.
w x. w xThus A s C V, H . Choose ¨ g V _ V, G and define the map1 H
w xG : A ª V , G
w xa ¬ ¨ , a .
Of course the definition of G does not depend on the choice of ¨. Since
 x.  .a G s a Gx for all x g G, this is a G-module homomorphism. It is
readily seen that G is surjective and injective. In the same way we define
w xQ : A ª V , H1
w xb ¬ u , b
which turns out to be an isomorphism of H-modules. Finally the map
y1 w x w xc s G fQ : V , G ª V , H
 .  .is an isomorphism of abelian groups and, for all x g G we get wx c s
 . f w x w xw c x . Hence c is an equivalence between V, G and V, H . Thus we
can define a map p between L and J by setting Vp s V and W p sa
 .W c . This is, of course, an order-preserving isomorphism between thea
ordered sets L and J.
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 .Case II. z G cannot be expressed uniquely as the intersection of maximal
w x 4abelian normal subgroups and L _ V, G , V has no maximal element. In
this situation there is an element W g L such that WrW has dimension0
1. Choose c g F* and define the subgroup A with respect to the jumpc
 .  .W , W . It is readily seen that z G can be expressed, as intersection of0
w x. w x.maximal normal abelian subgroups, only as C V, G l A or C V, GG c G
 .  . l C VrW . Thus, if z G s A l B s N l M A, B, N, M maximalG 0
. w x.abelian normal subgroups the subgroup C V, G is the unique elementG
 4  4   4  4.of A, B l N, M of course we are assuming A, B / N, M . From
w x.f w x.this it is clear that C V, G s C V, H . Now the arguments ofG H
Case I apply to get the claim.
 .Case III. z G cannot be expressed uniquely as the intersection of maximal
  .4abelian normal subgroups and L _ 0, C G has no minimal element.V
This case is basically similar to Case II. Now there is a jump of the form
w x w x.V, G, G , V, G and, for each c g F*, if A is the abelian normalc
 .  .  .subgroup relative to this jump, we have z G s A l C VrW or z Gc G 0
w x.  .  .s C V, G l C VrW . Thus, if we write z G in two different waysG G 0
 .as A l B s N l M, the subgroup C VrW is the unique element inG 0
 4  4  4A,B l N, M . Whence we can single out in A, B, N, M , the two
 .elements different from C VrW . Say that A, N are these elements.G 0
 w x.Since they are distinct it is easy to see that A l N s C Vr V, G, G lG
w x. w xC V, G s C. Pick any ¨ g V _ V, G and defineG
w xG : C ª V , G, G
w xa ¬ ¨ , a .
Of course the definition of G does not depend on the choice of ¨. Since
 x.  .a G s a Gx for all x g G, this is a G-module homomorphism. It is
readily seen that G is surjective and injective. In the same way we define
f w xQ : C ª V , H , H
w xb ¬ u , b
which turns out to be an isomorphism of H-modules. Finally the map
y1 w x w xc s G fQ : V , G, G ª V , H , H
 .  .is an isomorphism of abelian groups and, for all x g G we get wx c s
 . f w x w xw c x . Hence c defines an equivalence between V, G, G and V, H, H .
Thus we can define a map p between L and J by setting Vp s V,
w x w x  .V, G p s V, H , and W p s W c . This is, of course, an order-a a
preserving isomorphism between the ordered sets L and J.
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 .Case IV. z G cannot be expressed uniquely as the intersection of maximal
  . w x 4abelian normal subgroups and L _ 0, C G , V, G , V has maximal andV
 .minimal element. Write z G s A l B s N l M for A, B, N, M maxi-
mal abelian normal subgroups. Note that now all these subgroups might be
of non-standard type. A case by case checking shows that we have three
 .  w x.possibilities for A l N. This can be either z G or C s C Vr V, G, GG
w x.  .  .  .l C V, G or D s C VrW l C W where W , W is a jump.G G 0 G 1 0 1
f  w x. w x.  .Thus C is either C Vr V, H, H l C V, H or C VrU lH H H 0
 . f  .  .C U . Assume, by contradiction, that C s C VrU l C U . SinceH 1 H 0 H 1
 .  .  .C VrU l C U is isomorphism, as an FH-module, to VrU * and CH 0 H 1 1
w xis an FG-module isomorphic to V, G, G we get, arguing as in the proof of
Case I, that dim V G 2 dim V ., a contradiction. Hence C f s
 w x. w x.C Vr V, H, H l C V, H and an argument similar to that of CaseH H
III gives the claim.
 .Since the isomorphism class of G L determines the order type of L , it
is natural to ask whether the converse holds, namely, if series which are
isomorphic as ordered sets have isomorphic stabilizers. The next example
shows that this is not always true.
EXAMPLE 3. Let F be any countable field and k an ordinal of cardinal-
ity /. Choose an F-vector space V of dimension 2/. Inside V fix a subspace
W whose dimension is /. Of course its codimension is 2/. Now we choose a
 < 4  < :basis w i - k for W and define W s w i F j . This is a compositioni i j
series in W whose order type is the reversed order of k . Now consider
VrW. As we have shown in Example 1, this space has a composition series
 < 4S of order type the reverse order of k . Hence W i - k can be extendedi
to a composition series L of V, in such a way that the series induced by L
 . 2 /on VrW is S . The group G L has cardinality 2 .
Now we construct another series in V. Choose a subspace U of codimen-
sion /. Of course U has a composition series of order type the reverse
order of k , and this series can be extended to a composition series J of V,
in such a way that J induces on VrU a serie of order type the reverse
 . /order of k . In this case G J has cardinality 2 . Hence we have two series
with the same order type but with non-isomorphic stabilizers.
We turn now our attention to the problem of conjugacy of stabilizers.
The first result we shall prove is actually a rather strong one. One more
lemma is needed.
 < 4  < 4LEMMA 4. Let L s W l g L , J s U v g V be two semi-l v
bounded non-exceptional composition series in V of order type L and V,
 .  .respecti¨ ely. If G L , G J then there exists an order isomorphism 9:
 .L ª V such that, for e¨ery V / W g L , the action of G L on W isl l
 .equi¨ alent, o¨er the prime subfield of F, to the action of G J on U .l9
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 .  .Proof. Set G s G L , H s G J , and let F be the prime subfield0
of F.
 .  .  .If f is an isomorphism bewteen G L and G J , we define l9 s l f .0
At this stage we know this is an isomorphism of ordered sets.
 .Choose any jump W , W above W , that is, W F W .a b l l a
If ¨ g W _ W then we can define a mapb a
Q : N rN ª Wa a a , b a
w xgN ¬ ¨ , g .a , b
This map does not depend on the choice of ¨ and is well defined. It is easy
to check that Q is actually an isomorphism of F G-modules.a 0
In the same vein we can define
G : N rN ª Ua 9 a 9 a 9 , b 9 a 9
w xhN ¬ ¨ 9, ha 9 , b 9
if ¨ 9 has been chosen in U _ U .b9 a 9
The isomorphism f induces an isomorphism
f : N rN ª N rNa a a , b a 9 a 9 , b 9
gN ¬ g fN .a , b a 9 , b 9
 x .  . x fSince, for every x g G we have g N f s gN f , the action ofa , b a a , b a
G on W is equivalent, over F , to the action of H on U as claimed.a 0 a 9
We are now in a position to prove our main result.
THEOREM C. Let G and H be the stabilizers of the non-exceptional
w xcomposition series L and J. If G , H ¨ia an isomorphism f and V, G s V,
then there exists an F-semi-linear isomorphism t : V ª V, such that gt s g f
for all g g G.
 < 4Proof. Choose a basis V s ¨ i F D for a suitable ordinal D. Definei
W s T and, by induction,0 ¨ 0
<W s j W k - i j T . 4 .i k ¨i
 < 4Let I s i - D W s V and i s min I, if I is not empty. Since T / Vi 0 ¨
 < 4for all ¨ g V, we have V s j W k - i , so that i is a limit ordinal. If Ik 0 0
 < 4is empty, then V s j W k - D . In any case there exist an ordinal i andk
 < 4  < 4  < 4a subseries of L , W i - i , such that j W i - i s V. Let U i - ii i i
be the corresponding subseries in J. By Lemma 4 there exists an F -linear0
map h : W ª U , such that ¨gh s ¨h g f for all ¨ g W and g g G.0 0 0 0 0 0
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Assume we have already defined, for all j - i - i, F -linear maps h , such0 j
that the diagrams
qj 6
W Wj jq1
6
hh jq1j
6 « j 6
UU jq1j
are commutative and the maps h set up equivalences between the actionsj
of G on W and H on U the maps q and « are simply the injectionj j j j
.maps . We want now to define h with the same properties.i
If i is a limit ordinal h is defined as the union of the h for j smalleri j
than i. If i s j q 1 then, by Lemma 4, there exists an F -linear isomor-0
phism, such that h: W ª U and ¨gh s ¨hg f for all ¨ g W and g g G.i i i
Choose ¨ g W and g g G. It is easy to see that ¨gh hy1 s ¨h hy1 g, soj j j
y1  .that h h is an element of the centralizer of G in End W . Setj Z j
 < 4A s W l - i, W / T ;¨ g V and consider the following two cases.l l ¨
 < 4Case 1. L has no minimal jump or j W W g A s V. First of all wel l
 < 4may assume j W W g A s V. Of course there is no loss of generality ifl l
 < 4we suppose A s W l - i . Since G induces on W the full stabilizer ofl j
 .L l W , this hypothesis ensures that the centralizer of G in End W isj Z j
always F. Thus h s ah for some a g F. We define h s ah so thatj <W ij
h s h .i <W jj
Since all the maps h can be chosen consistently, there is an F -lineari 0
isomorphism
h : V s lim W , q ª lim U , « s V .  .i i i iª ª
satisfying ¨gh s ¨hg f for all ¨ g V and g g G. This h is the direct limit
of the h .i
If we know that L has no minimal jump, then the same argument can
 .be used since, also in this situation, the centralizer of G in End W is FZ j
for each j - i.
 .  < 4Case 2. L has minimal jump 0, W , and j W W g A / V. Again0 l l
it is harmless to assume that A is empty. We set W l the unique element of
 l . y1L such that W , W is a jump. In this setting, the map h h can bel j
written as a q x where a g F and x is an F -linear map x : W ª W ,0 j j
j  .  .such that W : ker x and W x : W see Lemma 2 . Thus we putj 0
h s ah. Hence h y h , when restricted to W , equals xh. Of coursei j i j
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W j F ker xh, so that the restriction of h to W j coincides with thei
j  l < 4restriction of h to W . Since D W l - i s V, we can consider diagramsj
qjj jq16W W
6
m mj i
6 « j jq1j 6 UU
where m is the restriction of h to W j. It is readily seen that, also in thisj j
case, there is an F -linear isomorphism0
h : V s lim W i , q ª lim U i , « s V .  .i iª ª
such that ¨gh s ¨hg f for all ¨ g V and g g G.
What we finally have, in both cases, is that there exists an F -linear0
isomorphism
t : V ª V
such that ¨gt s ¨t g f for all ¨ g V and g g G.
 .Since F is the centralizer of G and H in End V , the mapZ
?: F ª F
y1a ¬ a s t at
 . y1is an automorphism of F. Thus, for all ¨ g V and a g F, ¨a t s ¨tt at
s ¨t a and t is an F-semi-linear automorphism of V. As we claimed
t fg s g , ;g g G.
It is clear that Theorem C cannot hold when the series are exceptional.
On the other hand we can prove something very close to Theorem C also
in this case.
THEOREM C1. Let L be an exceptional series in the F-¨ector space V and
 .G its stabilizer. Then A s Aut G has a normal subgroup H of index 2, such
that each element on H can be realized by conjugation by some F-semi-linear
isomorphism of V.
Proof. Let f be any automorphism of G and f the order isomor-0
 <phism induced by f. The subgroup H is then f g A f is order0
4preserving . Of course H has index 2. To each element of H we can apply
the arguments used in the proof of Theorem C, to get the claim.
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w xNext we want to prove that, without the hypothesis V, G s V, Theo-
rem C does not always hold. This fact is shown by the following example.
EXAMPLE 4. Let V be an infinite-dimensional vector space over the
 .  .field F. Choose subspaces U, W such that U F W, dim U s 1, dim W s
 .  .dim V , and dim VrW s / . Choose any series L in W inducing on0 1
WrU an unbounded composition series. Thus this series can be extended
to a series L such that L induces on VrW a composition series with2 2
 4  .order type Z . Finally let L s L j 0, U and set G s G L . It is readilyy 2
 . w xseen that z G / 1. Since Vr V G has dimension 3, the group,3
w x.GrC V G is isomorphic to the group of 3 = 3 unitriangular matricesG ,3
w x w xover F. Pick, for i s 1, 2, 3, . . . , an element ¨ g V G _ V G andi ,iy1 ,i
w x  :  w x.define the linear map j : Vr V, G, G ª ¨ by ¨ a q ¨ b q V G j s3 1 2 ,2
 . ¨ b. The linear isomorphism g : V ª V defined as u g s u q u q3
w x.V G j is in G but not in G9. Choose any homomorphism e : GrG9 ª,2
 .  .ez G such that gG9 / 1, and define
f : G ª G
e
x ¬ x xG9 . .
This is a central automorphsim of G.
w f x  .eNext we want to calculate the dimension of V, g . Set h s gG9 and
 . w x.  . w x.recall that, since z G s C V, G l C VrU , we have dim V, h s 1.G G
Write
gh y 1 s g y 1 h y 1 q g y 1 q h y 1 . .  .  .  .  .
 . .  .  .Note that g y 1 h y 1 s 0, so that we get w s ¨ gh y 1 s ¨ h y 11 1
 .  .  . w xand ¨ gh y 1 s ¨ g y 1 s ¨ , for ¨ g ker g y 1 and V, G F2 2 3 1
  ..  : w f xC z G . Thus w, ¨ F V, g . The vector w is not 0 and, since theV 3
w f xdimension of V is infinite, ¨ f U. Hence V, g has dimension at least 2.3
w f xIf f were induced by conjugation by a semi-linear map h, then V, g
w f x w h x w xwould be of dimension 1. In fact V, g s V, g s V, g h and, since h
w xis an F-semi-linear isomorphism, V, g h is a one-dimensional subspace.
This proves that f is not induced by any semi-linear isomorphism of V.
Nevertheless the following fact holds.
THEOREM D. Let F be a field of characteristic different from 2, V an
F-¨ector space, and L , J two composition series in V. If G, H are their
stabilizers and G , H, then G and H are conjugate by an F-semi-linear
isomorphism of V. If the series L , J are semi-bounded, then the result is true
without any restriction on the characteristic of F.
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Proof. First of all we point out that, if the series are exceptional, then
the theorem is true. In fact, by Proposition 4, there is a linear automor-
phism h of V such that Gh s H. From now on we suppose the series L , J
are not of exceptional type.
 .We treat first the case char F / 2. By Theorem C we may assume that
w xV, G - V. Given any isomorphism f : G ª H the same argument used
in the proof of Theorem B shows that there exists an F -linear map h:0
w x w x fV, G ª V, H such that wgh s whg . If a is any element of the
w x.centralizer of G in End V, G then, as we have already pointed out, itZ
acts like the multiplication by a suitable element of F when restricted to
w x w xV, G, G . This shows that the map h is, when restricted to V, G, G , an
w x w xF-semi-linear isomorphism bewteen V, G, G and V, H, H . In particular
 w x. w xL l V, G, G h s J l V, H, H .
w x w x w x w x w xIf V, G, G - V, G choose ¨ g V _ V, G and ¨ g V, G _ V, G, G1 2
w x w x w xand let u , u be chosen in V _ V, H and V, H _ V, H, H , respec-1 2
 .  . s w xtively. If wa h s w ha for all w g V, G, G and a g F, we define
m : V ª V
w q ¨ a q ¨ b ¬ wh q u as q u bs ,1 2 1 2
w xwhere w g V, G, G . This is an F-semi-linear isomorphism and Lm s J.
m w x w xThus G s H, as claimed. When V, G, G s V, G a semi-linear map
conjugating G into H can be defined in a similar fashion.
Now assume the series are semi-bounded and drop the assumption on
the characteristic of F. Again, now by Theorem B1, there exists an
w x w x fF -linear map h: V, G ª V, H such that wgh s whg . Now we argue0
as in the above paragraph to get the claim.
3. FINAL REMARKS
In this last section we make some comments. The first is that series
w xstabilizers are groups generated by trans¨ ections in the sense of 1 . We
recall that, if V is an F-vector space, ¨ a non-trivial element of V, and
 .w g V * a form such that ¨w s 0, the trans¨ ection t ¨ , w is the linear map
 .  .defined by ut ¨ , w s u q ¨ u w ;u g V. We have, throughout this pa-
per, already made use of this kind of transformation. Now it is possible to
describe, using transvections, the stabilizers of composition series.
 < 4So let L s W l g L a composition series in V. We define thel
L-dual of V as
<V * L s j g V * '0 / W F ker j 4 . l
 .if L has no minimal jump, and V * L s V * otherwise.
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 < 4  .Set U s j ker j G W when W / 0 and V * L otherwise. A seriesl l l
 < 4L * is naturally defined by L * s U l g L . Thenl
 :G s G L s t ¨ , j ¨ , j g W = U l g L . .  .  . l l
The series L * is again a composition series, so that we can consider its
 .  . y1stabilizer G* s G L * . Since G acts on V * L by j g [ g j , we can
define the map
*: G ª G*
g ¬ g*,
where g* is defined by j g* s gy1j . This map is an injective homomor-
phism so that what we have is the following:
PROPOSITION 7. Let G be the stabilizer of the composition series L in the
F-¨ector space V. There exist an F-¨ector space W and a composition series J
in W whose order is anti-isomorphic to the one of L , such that G can be
embedded into H, the stabilizer of J. Moreo¨er there exists an embedding u :
w x. w u x.G ª H such that dim V, g s dim W, g for all g g G.
 .Proof. It is clear that W s V * L and J s L * satisfy our require-
ments. Hence only the last claim has to be proved. We choose u s *. Note
w x  y1 . <  .4 w xthat W, g* s g y 1 j j g V * L . Thus an element of W, g* is
w y1 xactually a linear form on V, g . Since this space has finite dimension n
w x.equal to dim V, g , we can find, in W, n linear independent elements
w y1 xj , . . . , j which are still independent when restricted to V, g . Thus1 n
w x w x w xj , g* , . . . , j , g* are n independent elements in W, g* . This proves1 n
the final claim.
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